Abstract. Since subsidence is often accompanied by horizontal earth movements, an area undergoing vertical surveillance can be checked for such horizontal movement by triangulation ff prior geodetic positions are known within the region. Triangulation station Baldwin Aux., whose position was determined by the 1934 Cooperative Control Survey of the metropolitan Los Angeles area, and which falls within a known area of subsidence, was reobserved. By using as control some of the other original 1933 stations which were external to the subsidence area, the adjustment resulting from observations on these points showed a horizontal movement of greater than 2 feet in 27 years. 
The successful application of triangulation to the study of horizontal earth movement in California goes back almost to the beginning of this century. Because of the heavy prevalence of signs of superficial earth movement, seismic activity, and vertical subsidence, the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey examined the comparisons of positions of many of their triangulation stations over definite time intervals to see whether they were within the expected discrepancies of triangulation reobservations or were attributable to actual horizontal earth movement.
The results of these studies were embodied in a series of publications by that organization [Hay•ord and Baldwin, 1907; Bowie, 1924 Bowie, , 1928 . In the last, a complete summary and r•sum• of all such past work in California appeared. The general statement that horizontal earth movement of the largest magnitude occurs near major fault lines seems to have been borne out by the results, the magnitudes diminishing at stations farther away. To the writer's knowledge, no critique has appeared in the literature to date which covers any analytic form of this lessening of movement with distance. In these studies, the best method of determining earth movement in a seismic region was held to be by means of short arcs of first-order triangulation extending across the fault zone. Hayes [1943 Hayes [ , 1947 Hayes [ , 1951 Hayes [ , 1955 Hayes [ , 1959 show the considerable leveling done to record vertical movement in that area. A few traverse ties were made, but, because they stayed within the area, only relative horizontal movement was disclosed.
By 1960 sufficient building activity in the area had made it imperative that horizontal movement, as well as vertical subsidence, be determined. Various superficial evidences of movement, such as cracks and slipping, implied that such movement was continuing.
The The probable error of the projected base was 1 part in 1,520,000. As will be shown in subsequent discussion, good use was made of known data concerning this length. Table I are the triangulation statistics for the two adjustments. Table 2 
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